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Abstract
In 2001 the University of Agder started a project
whose aim was to increase the number of students
applying for engineering studies, as well as hopefully
improve their skills in mathematics and physics. The
project known as parAbel developed e-learning
courses for upper level students (from ages 16 – 19
years old) in mathematics and physics. These
courses (six in all) could also be used in our own
engineering recruitment study programme at our
own university. As the project developed, we also
programmed advanced simulations and a computer
based graphic calculator, all under the name
SimReal. SimReal is a tool that is meant to bee a
supplement to traditional teaching, using
visualization and interactivity to explain difficult
topics. Subsequently I have used parAbel and
SimReal in both physics and mathematics courses at
my university for approximately 5 years. The effects
of using computer technology in my teaching so far
have been very rewarding for both my students and
me This have been shown in previous works. Last
year we developed an additional part of SimReal
called SimVideo. SimVideo is an interactive learning
tool which is integrated within SimReal. It contains
videos of lectures, simulations, problem solving and
applications. SimVideo is so new that we have not
yet developed much content in physics and
mathematics, but Per Henrik Hogstad have briefly
tried it out in a course given in computer science.
This autumn 2009 SimVideo was tested in DAT201 –
Algorithms and data structures. The feedback from
students on this course was very good. We are now
trying out and developing new content for our
physics course in the bachelor programme.

1. Introduction
In the early days of the parAbel-project [1],
University of Agder [2] had a licensing agreement
with Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh and was
inspired by their Scholar-programme [3]. A report
[4] from the University of Strathclyde on be half of
the Scottish Executive Education Department,
concludes that students who where user of the
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Scholar programme, exhibit an overall better
performance than do other students in the same
subjects. The report also states that the recruitment
levels increased in technological study programmes.
Students especially liked working with interactivity,
simulations and problems-solving.
By varying the presentation we are able to reach
more people who will become engaged in the
learning process [5]. New Multimedia Technology
gives the opportunity to create variations. "Students
now are from the Nintendo generation. They need to
see things moving to understand and process
information." [6]. Too meet this generation of young
students, I thought why not try to meet them at the
half way. Keeping what I believe is good and
importance methods, such as laboratory work and
manual problem-solving. I needed to find good
computer-aided programs for this. Working with the
parAbel-group at our university, we developed
ourselves animations, simulations and a “virtual
laboratory”, for this purpose [7]. We also developed
an online graphically PC-computer based calculator
that could work together with other simulations in
SimReal [8]. SimReal is an interactive simulation
and learning tools in science. The tool is intended to
be a supplement to traditional teaching in areas
where the issues are difficult to explain, visualize or
perform. SimReal includes calculator and
measurement tools so that users can interact with the
tool.
Other studies [9] show that if a teacher can
organize a learning arena that incorporates different
working methods for gaining knowledge, the results
will improve. With this background in mind I started
trying out different approaches on my own students.
I began experimenting with different learning arenas
inn 2003, and have made several adjustments since
then. Similar and larger research projects have been
completed at the by University of Colorado, PheT
[10]. The results [11] from using parAbel and
SimReal in Physic course FYS002 has been
presented in detail earlier at the LICE 2009
conference in London [12]. In this work, I will still
present the main points and conclusions from the
earlier work.
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Since this work Per Henrik Hogstad has
developed a new application called SimVideo, giving
us the new version called SimReal+ [13]. SimVideo
are interactive learning tools integrated with SimReal
which contains video-lectures, video-simulations,
interactive simulations, task review and applications
with opportunities for continuous exchange between
these different elements without loosing the focus in
the temporarily abandoned item. SimVideo can be
integrated in different learning arenas and video
modules, with the possibility of including interactive
learning and the building of joint virtual laboratories
in real time.

2. Innovation and relevance
Previous studies [14] and [15] suggested
improvements for students using computer-aided
programs and different learning arenas. It is my
experience that students like the variation found by
using different learning techniques.

2.1. Innovation and relevance teaching in
physics FYS002
To extend variation in my teaching, I used
animations to explain difficult theoretical subjects in
my lectures in the Physics course FYS002. It makes
it a lot easier to explain how a transistor works if an
animation shows the inside of it. Then I could let the
students work with problems using more advanced
simulations on that subject.
To prepare my students before manual laboratory
work, I can give them exercises using a “virtual
laboratory” that we developed. This helps students
both to know what to do and give them more
understanding when entering the laboratory. Figure 1
shows an animation and a simulation in the “virtual
laboratory” of a transistor.
The last thing I have tried out in FYS002 is to let
my student do exercises with the “virtual
laboratory”, and then write a report. The report must
be sent electronically into our learning management
system (LMS), which is Fronter, to be evaluated and
approved. This could be exercises that is impossible
to perform “live” or is too dangerous to perform in
an ordinary laboratory. We have developed several
simulations that fit our ordinary laboratory-exercises.
There is a lot of work ahead for teachers to
find the correct resources and right programs on the
computer, but the reward of finding these resources
can be great.
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Figure 1. Animation (top) and simulation
(bottom) showing the interior of a transistor. In
the “Virtual laboratory” students can investigate
how the transistor works
After all, isn’t it having more satisfied and skilled
students, what we all want? Of course, if the teacher
herself/himself has good computer skills, this gives
students a great advantage. Findings by Oersted at
PheT [16] say that interactive simulations can be
uniquely powerful educational tools, and must be
carefully designed, tested and used in pedagogically
effective ways.

2.2 Innovation and relevance teaching in
computer science DAT201.
In the autumn semester of 2009 Per Henrik
Hogstad tested out, for the first time SimVideo in the
computer science course DAT201 – Algorithms and
data structures. The SimVideo learning tool gives the
students lots of opportunities in addition to the
ordinary classic lectures and exercise sessions.
SimVideo is a large resource bank where students
can find videos of lectures, videos of simulations, try
it yourself simulations and lots more.
Students can choose between two versions of
lectures, both with voice that is read by the lecturer.
One version shows written theory review or 'live'
video lecture, se Figure 2. The other one shows
theory review preferentially using PowerPoint slides,
se Figure 3. In both of these videos the speech of the
lecturer are as close up to the regular lecture as
possible. Students can jump directly from the videolecture over to interactive simulations that deal with
the theme of the lecture to try for themselves, se
Figure 4. The simulations also have video support.
Students can always jump back and forth between
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the video lectures and simulations. They will then
return to where they last left the respective
application.

3. Results
There have been ongoing surveys in both courses
to check on student progress, satisfaction and desire
for further applications. This helps us to improve the
tool from course to course, and give us new ideas for
further development.

3.1. Results from FYS002

Figure 3. SimVideo shows written theory review
or 'live' video lecture

Figure 4. SimVideo shows theory review using
PowerPoint slides

Figure 5. SimVideo shows simulations students
can try for themselves
SimVideo is designed so that every lecturer
should be able to easily create their own video
lectures themselves. There is of course some work to
make the videos, but have you first made them, reuse
benefits great. One of the main points of SimVideo is
that students can sit for themselves and get the
repetition of the lectures whenever they feel for it.
SimVideo is also designed so that during work on a
simulation, students will be able with a single click
to jump right into a SimVideo-lecture covering that
topic one is working on.
One big question was raised before SimVideo
was adopted on DAT201, would students still meet
at the regular lectures? By posting lectures on video,
they had the opportunity to sit on their own to see
them. The experience made from this course showed
that students showed up to the same extent as before.
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I have found out, after using computers in my
classroom over the past six years, that it is a very
positive and fulfilling experience. Let me first start
by giving you some interesting data. As part of
insure and keep up a good quality to our university
student programs, we have repeatedly evaluation at
the end of each course. Let me bring you some
results of the evaluation of one of the subjects that I
teach. FYS002 is a Physics course where I let
students work with theoretical problems, calculation
problems, exercises on computer (has to be delivered
electronically the LMS), “virtual laboratory” and
manual physics laboratory work. The evaluation is
done in our LMS electronically with several
questions about different part of the course such as;
1. How satisfied are you with the teaching
given in this course?
2. Which work form has given you the best
learning experience?
3. How satisfied are you with the feedback on
your work?
4. How much of organized teaching have you
taken part in?
5. How many hours per week have you in
averaged used on this course?
6. Consider your previous knowledge, how do
you consider the level of difficulty?
7. How do you consider the level of difficulty
of the literature in this course?
8. Are you happy with the form of evaluation
and exam in this course?
9. Comments by students if any.
I have been monitoring answers giving from year
2003 to 2007. At that point this form of evaluation
ended here at the university. We now evaluate
courses in a different way and not electronically as
before. 2004 was the first year that computer
technology was used on this course. Adjustments
and improvements have taken place every year to
find the right amount of how much computers should
be used. In 2004 approximately 50% of student’s
workload was problem-solving on computers. The
rest of the time students worked with theory, manual
problems-solving and manual laboratory work.
Feedback from the evaluation in 2004, especially
from question 9: “comments by students if any”
suggested, surprisingly for me, many students
thought it was too much focus on computer work. So
I adjusted workloads after this, to 1/3 problem-
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solving on computers, 1/3 theory and manual
problem-solving and 1/3 manual laboratory work.
After this adjustment no more comments about too
much computer work have been mentioned.
Comments now usually are about how much they
appreciate variation and different techniques learned
during the course.
I will not go in detail on each of the bullet point
above, but concentrate on what I think is most
interesting. I was especially interested to get results
from questions 1 and 5, so I made my own
investigation on these two points. I must emphasize
that there is only one year, 2003 where no computers
was being used. Also it is important to notice that
only about 25-35% of the students did take their time
to do the evaluation. However these results clearly
suggest that students are more satisfied and work
harder after computers made their way into this
course.
Let us start with question 1, how satisfied are the
students. Students could pick their opinion from six
levels, ranked from 1–bad to 6-excellent. The results
are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Results from question 1 from 2003 to
2007, given in percentage

and laboratory work. Moreover using parAbel and
SimReal is no problem for students. I use
approximately 1 hour at the start of each semester to
show how each program operates. Young students
generally have good computer skills, so once you get
them started they quickly get to work. I have
experienced few technical problems, although a
supportive university IT helpdesk does come in
handy.
Next interesting question is number 5, how many
hours per week do the students work. In this course
FYS002 students should put in 6 to 8 hours per week
as a minimum. FYS002 is a pre-course for students
who lack competence in Physics. These students take
part here to prepare them for university physics.
Many of these are not the strongest candidates in
mathematics and physics. In this evaluation students
could pick their workload from six levels, ranked
from 6 (0 to 4 hours a week) to 1 (14 ore more hours
per week). Table 2 shows how large percentage of
students who use 8 or more hours on average per
week on the subject. As you can see more than half
of the students use more than 8 hours a week in
2007, compared to just under quarter of 2003. As we
see the increase is significant.
Table 2. How many students have worked more
than 8 hours per week (average) from 2003 to
2007

The results indicate that students are more
satisfied with my teaching now that I use computer
technology rather than before. Comments from
students also suggest that they get a better
understanding of physics, the more I visualize with
computers. They also thinks the variation of lectures,
manual problems-solving, computer-work and
manual laboratory work make the subject “less
boring”. Actually many of my students try out, on
their own many other simulations that is not part of
the curriculum.
I feel now that I have found the right balance
between, lectures, pc-work, manual problem-solving
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Since 2003, my evaluation of FYS002 (Physicscourse) suggests that students now have doubled
their time spent on the course. If we take a look at
how many students that have used more than 8 hours
a week in average (which is what we recommend as
a minimum), we se that hours spent has increased by
more than a factor of 2.
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The performance of students on exams has also
been better. Grades have improved by nearly one
level. Furthermore students are more satisfied with
the current situation now that computers are being
used. I have experienced that I can still assign the
same amount of laboratory work and manual
problem-solving to students, and then add computerbased assignments, without hearing them complain
about having too great a workload.
One drawback for me is that it has been a lot of
work the put things together. I made several “lacydogs” (manuals) for my students. This prevents too
much questions from students about how things
work. I experienced that students tends to think it is
easier to ask, rather than to find out them selves. It
also gives me some extra work to evaluate and give
feedback to students. But I am getting better every
year at this, and have made routines that make my
workload less every year. But then again, my
students are happy and perform better, so extra
efforts are rewarding.

3.1. Results from DAT201
The computer science course DAT201
(Algorithms and data structures) is given each
autumn by Per Henrik Hogstad. This autumn 2009
SimVideo was tested in a similar way as I have done
in FYS002. During the DAT201-course a mid-term
review and a final evaluation were done. At the midterm review there were given 15 questions:
1.

SimVideo is a positive element as a
supplement to traditional teaching.
2. SimVideo gives large variations in a
learning process.
3. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo-lectures in 'easy' subjects?
4. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo-lectures in 'difficult' subjects?
5. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo simulations in 'easy' subjects?
6. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo simulations in 'difficult' subjects?
7. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo-self training in 'easy' subjects?
8. How great is the usefulness for you to use
SimVideo-self
training
in
'difficult'
subjects?
9. How great is the usefulness for you to use a
tool like SimVideo to see a practical
application of a particular issue?
10. SimVideo provides very useful effect of
your program and algorithm-understanding.
11. SimVideo will be helpful in the review of
assignments / examination preparation for
the exam.
12. SimVideo is easy to use.
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13. Advantages of diagnostic program (program
that follows you in your thinking / choices
until you see possible error choices).
14. Advantages of video conferencing with
fellow students and teachers.
15. How would you grade the usefulness on
different use of SimVideo:
a) At the regular study days
b) If sick leave
c) When having other kind of work in the
study period (you are in full or partial
work outside the university).
At the final evaluation 6 more questions was added:
16. Video qualities in SimVideo are of
sufficiently good quality.
17. To what extent is it important to you that
the lecturer is shown 'live' in a SimVideolecture?
18. Do you use SimVideo often in the review of
a theme in DAT201?
19. How important is the 10-second rewind
ability in SimVideo?
20. Is the line speed in which you use
SimVideo sufficient to avoid ‘video jam’ in
the video?
21. How do you consider the possibility of
SimVideo to alternate between lectures,
simulation, self training and applications?
Students were also encouraged to suggest changes
and improvements of SimVideo.
The mid-term evaluation gave these results. 25
students participated and gave their answers. Each
student considered the questions and answered them
by giving marks on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 best, 1
worst) Table 3 shows how students answered at the
mid-term evaluation.
Table 3. Answers from the mid-term evaluation
(Autumn 2009).

To quickly get an overview of the evaluation, you
can see the trend in chart 1.
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Chart 1. Answers from the mid-term evaluation
(Autumn 2009). The color of the columns is
related to the color number in Table 3

Chart 2. Answers from the final evaluation
(Autumn 2009). The color of the columns is
related to the color number in Table 4

Although the graph is small, we can clearly see that
the chart is 'top heavy'. This indicates that most
students have given top or well above average score
on each question. Although the feedback from the
mid-term evaluation and the regular student contact
was good, we were anxious to see how the final
evaluation would turn out. Often, students get
excited about the introduction of new tools, but after
a period of use, everyday life settle in and things will
turn out boring for them.
So what did the final evaluation say? 22 students
participated and gave their answers. Table 4 shows
how students answered at the final evaluation.

Again the graph is small, but we can clearly see
that the chart is still 'top heavy'. This indicates that
most students still thinks SimVideo is a great help in
the course DAT201. I will not go in detail on each
question, but if we go deeper and look at the results
of some questions, it provides a basis for some
interesting issues.
Question 1: SimVideo is a positive element as a
supplement to traditional teaching.
At this question over half of the students gave 10
points at both mid-term and final evaluations. 92% at
mid-term and 82% at final gave 8 points or more.
Question 3 to 8: How great is the usefulness for
you to use SimVideo-lectures/simulations/self
training in 'easy'/'difficult' subjects?
These questions also show an interesting issue.
Questions 3, 5 and 7, shows that the desire for
SimVideo is not so great in subject that can be
considered as 'easy'. While questions 4, 6 and 8,
suggest that the desire for SimVideo is greater in
subject that can be considered as 'difficult'.
Question 9: How great is the usefulness for you to
use a tool like SimVideo to see a practical
application of a particular issue?
At this question 80% of the students at mid-term and
86% of the students at final gave 8 points or more.
This is something students have requested for many
other different subjects also.
Question 10: SimVideo provides very useful
effect of your program and algorithm-understanding.
At this question 68% of the students at mid-term and
77% of the students at final gave 7 points or more.
This indicates that the tool helps them to get a better
understanding of theory in the course.
Question 11: SimVideo will be helpful in the
review of assignments / examination preparation for
the exam. At this question 71% of the students at
mid-term and 86% of the students at final gave 7
points or more. This indicates that the tool will help
students to prepare for exams and hopefully also
perform better.

Table 4. Answers from the final evaluation
(Autumn 2009).

And to quickly get an overview of this evaluation
also, you can see the trend in chart 2. At this
evaluation 6 more questions were added.
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Question 13: Advantages of diagnostic programs
(programs that follows you in your thinking/choices
until you see possible error choices).
Students are also here positive for such applications.
Hopefully we will develop more diagnostic programs
in the future.
Question 14: Advantages of video conferencing
with fellow students and teachers.
This was a point where we as teachers may have
thought the interest would be great, but the
evaluation shows little interest among students for
this.
Question 15: How would you grade the
usefulness on different use of SimVideo.
This question is divided into three sub-points.
Interesting to note is that the students see SimVideo
as an important and helpful tool when they are home
with illness or when they have full-or part-time job
outside the university.
Question 18 (only at final evaluation): Do you use
SimVideo often in the review of a theme in
DAT201?
We had perhaps thought that more students would
use the tool to review the content, but the evaluation
showed that the responses were evenly distributed on
the points scale.
Question 19 (only at final evaluation): How
important is the 10-second rewind ability in
SimVideo?
Being able to fast forward and back with 10 second
steps is important. To be able to move easily
between different parts of the lecture makes it easier
to use and the educational effect is better.
Question 20 (only at final evaluation): How do
you consider the possibility of SimVideo to alternate
between lectures, simulation, self training and
applications?
At this question 73% of the students gave 8 points or
more. As mentioned earlier in this work, it seems
that students like the variety of multiple teaching
methods. With more available choices students will
also have greater opportunities to find the
appropriate learning methods that suit them.

4. Conclusions
By integrating computer-based work into the
classroom in Physics, my experience is that students
are more satisfied, spend more time studying, and
most importantly perform better. Having modern
facilities such as up-to-date computers, good internet
connections and computer support at the university is
also important. It takes time to test and use
interactive simulations in pedagogically effective
ways. You need to carefully investigate what works
and what does not work, and then fit it into your own
pedagogically platform. However I am not convinced
that everybody should take computers into their
classroom. If teachers are not motivated or do not
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feel comfortable with them, they will probably do
more harm than good.
Together with ongoing development of the
additional tool SimVideo, new and completely
different possibilities opens up for me as a teacher. I
can spend less time in lectures trying to explain how
the tool works. Help on using different tools can be
made by producing video and audio in SimVideo. It
is our goal that making videos will be so simple that
even teachers with less computer experience can
produce their own videos in any subject areas, not
only in science. We believe that giving students
many different opportunities to acquire academic
material gives them a better opportunity to learn
more. But we want to emphasize that we do not
believe that use of computer tools should replace
traditional teaching. Data tools are a supplement to
the ordinary teaching. Lectures and dialogue between
teacher and student is still fundamental to achieve a
good learning arena for students. We should not
ignore that there are students who likes auditory and
reading. These students must also be offered good
learning environments. We should neither forget that
traditional problem-solving also is very important.
There are still written exams in most subjects, so
students need training in how to solve exams
questions.
If we look further forward in time, I think digital
exams will appear in more subjects. Such exams are
demanding both in terms of appropriate data tools,
avoid
computer
breakdown,
wireless
communication, security and how to avoid cheating
among students. Feedbacks from students from our
evaluations on SimVideo are good and I think good
tools should be taken into use in ordinary exams.
Students who learn to master a good learning tool
should be able to use this also at the final exam or
end evaluation. Of course the most important and
central issue is to be able to understand theoretical
and practical content in a course, being able to
master a computer-based tools is no point in itself.
We must distinguish between how to acquire
theoretical and practical subject material, and how to
use computer tools. Computer tools are useless if
they do not have educational effects to improve
learning of theoretical and practical material.
The spring of 2010 SimVideo will be tested on
our course Physic for engineering, FYS105. This is a
larger group of students, approximately 300. Much
larger than any groups the tool has been tested on so
far. This is also on a higher level than the Physics
course FYS002. We will here investigate and
evaluate how students use, and what they think about
SimVideo. This will be presented in works to come.
We will also test this program on higher advanced
mathematics courses, but this testing has not yet
started. We have great expectations that SimVideo
will enrich physics teaching at our university.
SimVideo is still a young product and has great
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development potential. To conclude our experiences
in the form of key words we will bring up the
following:
 Students see the usefulness of the tool.
 Students seem to like to work with the tool.
 Students found the tool as a positive
addition to ordinary teaching.
 Students found the tool particularly suitable
in difficult subject areas.
 Students found the tool is particularly suited
to see practical applications.
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